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Consignment Stock 

This feature has been designed to allow you to keep track of stock at a customer’s location 
without having to create a separate warehouse in stock control for each customer that has 
consignment stock. It also has a much better interface for seeing exactly what they should 
have left together with our cost exposure and we can also report to them what they should 
have with their usual sell price.  

The problem with creating too many warehouses is that it becomes cumbersome. For 1-2 
warehouses its fine but if you have lots of consignment customers this feature is a far better 
way to do it.  

Each warehouse can be defined as a consignment warehouse.  

 

The reason we identify this is so in stock transfers or internal movements if a consignment 
warehouse is chosen it will demand a customer that the stock is going to or coming back 
from.  

We would envisage that we would only have 1 consignment warehouse. We only need 1 for 
all consignment customers.  
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Stock Movement or Transfer form has been changed to show a customer field.  

 

This field has to have a customer where the stock is going to or back from. This is how we 
identify what has been sent to the customer as consignment stock.  

 

You can see that on the transactions for consignment stock transfers or movements that we 
identify the customer that it was sent to.  
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On each customer account you can see what consignment stock they have. It will also give 
you a cost based on average and standard cost so you can see your exposure to the 
customer.  

There is a summary view like above and also a Detailed View. The summary gives you the 
totals of each item they should have in their stock that belongs to you. The detailed view 
gives you all the transactions that have been done for this item, for this customer against 
the consignment warehouse. See below for detailed view: 
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Sales Invoices reduce the stock qty down the customer holds. So as they tell you they have 
used the stock then you do an invoice. You need to make sure you pick the Consignment 
warehouse to invoice from though.  

Sales Credits increase the stock qty the customer has. 
Stock Transfers & Internal Movements allow you to increase or decrease stock that the 
customer has.  

 

There are also 3 reports.  

You could send a customer the Customer Consignment Detail report and the Customer 
Consignment Summary report. The Summary report gives them a list of stock that they 
should have of ours and also have their sell price so they can see the value of our stock they 
have at sale price. See below: 
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We also have an internal summary that shows the same thing as the screen enquiry tab. 
See below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 


